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Abstract
In this paper we begin an investigation into the l3p corrections to the supersymmetry
transformations of the Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson (BLG) theory. We begin with a
review of the dNS duality transformation which allows a non-abelian gauge field to
be dualised to a scalar field in 2+1 dimensions. Applying this duality to α′2 terms
of the non-abelian D2-brane theory gives rise to the l3p corrections of the Lorentzian
BLG theory. We then apply this duality transformation to the α′2 corrections of the
D2-brane supersymmetry transformations. For the ‘abelian’ BLG theory we are able
to uniquely determine the l3p corrections to the supersymmetry transformations of the
scalar and fermion fields. Generalising to the ‘non-abelian’ BLG theory we are able to
determine the l3p correction to the supersymmetry transformation of the fermion field.
Along the way make a number of observations relating to the implementation of the
dNS duality transformation at the level of supersymmetry transformations.
1a.m.low@qmul.ac.uk
1 Introduction
The BLG Lagrangian and supersymmetry transformations presented in [1–3] can be
thought of as representing the leading order terms in an lp expansion of a (not yet
determined) non-linear M2-brane theory. This is analogous to the fact that super
Yang-Mills theory represents the leading order terms of the non-abelian Born-Infeld
action, which is believed to describe the dynamics of coincident D-branes.2 Ultimately
one would like to determine the full theory, of which the leading order terms are those
of the BLG Lagrangian. Toward this end it is constructive to consider the next order
in lp corrections to the theory. At the level of the Lagrangian this analysis has been
performed in the literature [6, 7] using two complimentary methods.3
The first method involves a duality transformation due to de-Witt, Nicholai and
Samtleben (dNS). This duality is based on the fact that in (2+1) dimensions, a gauge
field is dual to a scalar, and it is therefore possible to replace the gauge-field with a
scalar field such that the theory possesses a manifest SO(8), rather than SO(7) sym-
metry. In [13], it was shown that applying this procedure to the D2-brane Lagrangian,
it is possible to re-write the theory as a Lorentzian Bagger-Lambert theory. This
technique was then applied to the α′2 terms of the D2-brane Lagrangian in order to
determine the l3p corrections to the Lorentzian BLG theory
4. Remarkably, all higher
order Lagrangian terms were expressible in terms of basic building blocks involving
covariant derivatives, DµX
I and three-brackets [XI , XJ , XK ]. This led the authors of
[6] to conjecture that the higher derivative Lagrangian they had derived would also
apply to the A4 BLG Theory. This conjecture was confirmed in [7] where the novel
Higgs mechanism [23] was used to determine the A4 theory Lagrangian at order l
3
p.
This involved using dimensional analysis to write down all possible l3p corrections to
the BLG Lagrangian with arbitrary coefficients. The coefficients were fixed by apply-
ing the novel Higgs mechanism to the higher order terms and matching them to the
α′2 terms of the D2-brane theory. It was shown that the structure of the higher order
terms in both the A4 and Lorentzian theories take the same form.
Given that the l3p corrections to the BLG theory have been calculated, one might
ask whether these terms are maximally supersymmetric, and if so, to determine the
structure of the higher order supersymmetry transformations. In this paper we begin
the task of calculating the l3p corrections to the supersymmetry transformations of the
BLG theory. The hope is that closure of the higher order supersymmetry transforma-
2Note that the symmetrised trace prescription of the non-abelian Born-Infeld action [4] breaks
down at sixth order and higher in the worldvolume field strength [5].
3For other discussions on non-linear corrections to Bagger-Lambert theory see [8–12].
4Lorentzian Bagger-Lambert theories are considered in [14–18]. See also [19–22].
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tions would uniquely determine the higher order corrections to the BLG equations of
motion which can then be ‘integrated’ to determine the higher order Lagrangian, which
by definition, would be supersymmetric. One could in principle write down all possible
l3p corrections to the supersymmetry transformations and then try and fix the coeffi-
cients by demanding the closure of the supersymmetry algebra. However the plethora
of possible terms at order l3p would make the closure of the algebra a mammoth task. To
try and simplify the problem we will use the non-abelian D2-brane theory as a guide.
We know that dNS duality transformation allows us to map the non-abelian D2-brane
Lagrangian into the Lorentzian BLG Lagrangian. Furtherore we know that the struc-
ture of this Lagrangian is the same as the structure of the A4 theory Lagrangian. It
is natural to ask whether this methodology can tell us anything about how the higher
order D2-brane supersymmetry transformations are related to the l3p corrections to the
BLG supersymmetry transformations.
In the first part of this paper we will review the dNS duality transformation [24–26]
by considering how the Lorentzian BLG Lagrangian can be derived from the D2-brane
theory. We will then attempt to apply the duality transformation at the level of super-
symmetry transformations. To simplify the task we will begin by only considering the
‘abelian’ BLG theory. We will see that the duality transformation works for the fermion
variation but fails to work for the scalar variation. Therefore in order to calculate the
scalar variation we have to use a different approach. This involves using dimensional
analysis to write the most general scalar variation with arbitrary coefficients. Invari-
ance of the higher order Lagrangian is then used to fix the values of the coefficients.
In the final part of this paper we begin the task of calculating the full ‘non-abelian’
BLG supersymmetry transformations at O(l3p). We are able to uniquely determine the
higher order fermion variation but unable to uniquely determine the scalar variation.
As a result, this paper represents work in progress.
2 Non-abelian duality in 2+1 dimensions
We begin by reviewing a prescription for dualising non-abelian gauge fields in (2+1)
dimensions due to de Wit, Nicolai and Samtleben (dNS)[24–26]. We will follow the
presentation of [13]. According to the dNS prescription the Yang-Mills gauge field Aµ
gets replaced by two non-dynamical gauge fields Aµ and Bµ with a B ∧F type kinetic
term, plus an extra scalar which ends up carrying the dynamical degrees of freedom of
the original Yang-Mills gauge field. The duality transformation is enforced by making
2
the replacement
Tr
(
−
1
4g2YM
FµνF
µν
)
→ Tr
(
1
2
ǫµνλBµFνλ −
1
2
(Dµφ− gYMBµ)
2
)
. (2.1)
We wish to consider the effect of this transformation on the multiple D2-brane theory.
The low energy Lagrangian for this theory is obtained by reducing ten-dimensional
U(N) super Yang-Mills theory to (2+1) dimensions. In this case, making the replace-
ment (2.1) in the D2-brane Lagrangian results in the dNS transformed Lagrangian5
L =Tr(
1
2
ǫµνλBµFνλ −
1
2
(Dµφ− gYMBµ)
2 −
1
2
DµX
iDµX i
−
g2YM
4
[X i, Xj][X i, Xj] +
i
2
ψ¯ΓµDµψ +
i
2
gYM ψ¯Γi[X
i, ψ]). (2.2)
The gauge invariant kinetic terms for the eight scalars can be shown to possess an
SO(8) invariance by renaming φ→ X8 and writing
D˜µX i = DµX
i = ∂µX
i − [Aµ, X
i], i = 1, 2, . . . , 7 (2.3)
D˜µX8 = DµX
8 − gYMBµ = ∂µX
8 − [Aµ, X
8]− gYMBµ. (2.4)
Defining the constant 8-vector
gIYM = (0, . . . , 0, gYM), I = 1, 2, . . . , 8, (2.5)
allows one to define the covariant derivative
D˜µXI = DµX
I − gIYMBµ. (2.6)
It is then possible write the super Yang-Mills action in a form that is SO(8) invariant
under transformations that rotate both the fields XI and the coupling constant vector
gIYM :
L = Tr
(
1
2
ǫµνλBµFνλ −
1
2
(D˜µX
I)2 +
i
2
ψ¯ΓµDµψ +
i
2
gIY M ψ¯ΓIJ [X
J , ψ]−
1
12
(XIJK)2
)
(2.7)
where the three-bracket XIJK is defined as
XIJK = gIYM [X
J , XK ] + gJYM [X
K , XI ] + gKYM [X
I , XJ ]. (2.8)
5This action exhibits an abelian gauge symmetry allowing one to pick a gauge in which either
DµBµ = 0 or φ = 0. In the latter case Bµ becomes an auxiliary field that can be integrated out
thereby showing the equivalence of the LHS and RHS of (2.1). For explicit details see [13].
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This theory is only formally SO(8) invariant, as the transformations must act on the
coupling constants as well as the fields. However, one can replace the vector of coupling
constants gIYM by a new (gauge singlet) scalar X
I
+ provided that the new scalar field
has an equation of motion that renders it constant. Constancy of XI+ is imposed by
adding a new term to the Lagrangian involving a set of abelian gauge fields and scalars
CIµ and X
I
−
:
LC = (C
µ
I − ∂
µXI
−
)∂µX
I
+. (2.9)
As explained in [13, 18], this term has the effect of constraining the vector XI+ to be
an arbitrary constant which can be identified with gIY M . In this way one recovers the
gauge-fixed Lorentzian models of [17, 18]. One might wonder whether this non-abelian
duality works when higher order (in α′) corrections are included in the D2-brane theory.
In particular, does the 3-algebra structure survive α′ corrections? In [6, 7] it was shown
that at O(α′2) the duality does work and all terms in the resulting l3p corrected M2-
brane theory are expressible in terms of D˜µX
I and XIJK building blocks. Another
question one might ask is whether this duality works at the level of supersymmetry
transformations and if so, would it be possible to derive the O(l3p) corrections to the
BLG supersymmetry transformations? The first step towards answering this question
is to consider how abelian duality in (2+1) dimensions can be implemented at the level
of supersymmetry transformations. To this we now turn.
3 Abelian Duality and Supersymmetry
Our ultimate objective is to determine higher order supersymmetry transformations in
BLG theory by using the dNS procedure outlined in the previous section. As a warm-
up exercise we will consider dualising abelian gauge-fields to scalars in 2+1 dimensions
and see how this works at the level of supersymmetry transformations for a single
D2-brane. Let us begin by considering abelian duality at the level of the Lagrangian.
3.1 Abelian Duality
Consider the following 2+1 dimensional action involving a Lagrange multiplier field X
S = −
∫
d3σ(
1
4
FµνF
µν +
1
2
ǫµνλF
µν∂λX) (3.1)
We see that the gauge field equation of motion takes the form
Fµν = −ǫµνλ∂
λX (3.2)
4
whereas the X equation of motion takes the form of the Bianchi identity
ǫµνλ∂
µF νλ = 0. (3.3)
If we substitute the gauge field equation of motion into (3.1) then we find a kinetic
term for X ∫
d3σ(
1
4
FµνF
µν +
1
2
ǫµνλF
µν∂λX)→
∫
d3σ
1
2
∂µX∂
µX. (3.4)
Alternatively, use of the Bianchi identity in (3.1) results in∫
d3σ(
1
4
FµνF
µν +
1
2
ǫµνλF
µν∂λX)→
∫
d3
1
4
FµνF
µν . (3.5)
with F = dA. So how does this relate to the D2-brane theory? The leading order
Lagrangian for a single D2-brane can be obtained by dimensional reduction of super
Yang-Mills theory in ten dimensions. The bosonic D2-brane action can be expressed
as
S =
∫
d3σ(−
1
4
FµνF
µν
−
1
2
∂µX
i∂µX i). (3.6)
Abelian duality is implemented by making the replacement
−
1
4
FµνF
µν → −(
1
4
FµνF
µν +
1
2
ǫµνλ∂
µXF νλ) (3.7)
in the action (3.6). Use of the gauge field equation of motion (3.2) then results in
S =
∫
d3σ(−
1
4
FµνF
µν −
1
2
ǫµνλF
µν∂λX −
1
2
∂µX
i∂µX i)
=
∫
d3σ(−
1
2
∂µX∂
µX −
1
2
∂µX
i∂µX i)
=
∫
d3σ(−
1
2
∂µX
I∂µXI) (3.8)
where in obtaining the last line we identified X = X8 as the eighth scalar field. We see
that the scalar kinetic term now has the desired SO(8) invariant form. Note that it is
possible to implement abelian duality in (2+1) dimensions at the level of the full DBI
action [27]. In this way one is able to derive a non-linear Lagrangian for a membrane
in the static gauge with the expected SO(8) symmetry. Now that we have seen how
abelian duality works at the level of the Lagrangian let us consider applying this to
the supersymmetry transformations of a single D2-brane.
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3.2 supersymmetry transformations
The D2-brane supersymmetry transformation can be obtained by dimensionally re-
ducing the supersymmetry transformations of ten dimensional super Yang-Mills. The
spinors appearing in the 10-dimensional theory are Majorana-Weyl and satisfy
Γ(10)χ = χ (3.9)
where Γ(10) is the ten dimensional chirality matrix. Since we are interested in uplifting
the D2-brane theory to M-theory it is desirable to look for an embedding of SO(1, 9)
into SO(1, 10) in which Γ(10) becomes the eleventh gamma matrix. We denote the
gamma matrices of SO(1, 10) as ΓM(M = 0, . . . , 9, 10). In eleven dimensions the
spinors will be Majorana. However we know that the presence of the M2-brane breaks
the Lorentz symmetry as SO(1, 10)→ SO(1, 2)× SO(8) and therefore we can have a
Weyl spinor of SO(8). Let us denote the chirality matrix of SO(8) by Γ where
Γ = Γ3...9(10) (3.10)
The M2-brane breaks half the supersymmetry of the vacuum. We choose conventions
in which
Γǫ = ǫ, Γψ = −ψ. (3.11)
Under dimensional reduction the (9+1) dimensional gauge field will split into a (2+1)-
dimensional gauge field Aµ and a scalar field X
i transforming under SO(7). As usual
with dimensional reduction, the fields are independent of the circle directions such
that one can set ∂i = 0. In what follows, for reasons that will become clear shortly,
we will label µ = 0, 1, 2 and i = 1, . . . 7 with the ten-dimensional chirality matrix
relabeled as Γ(10) = Γ8. Dimensional reduction of the ten-dimensional super Yang-
Mills transformations
δAM = iǫ¯ΓMψ
δψ =
1
2
ΓMNFMNǫ (3.12)
results in the following D2-brane transformations
δX i = iǫ¯Γiψ (3.13)
δAµ = iǫ¯ΓµΓ
8ψ (3.14)
δψ =
1
2
ΓµνFµνΓ
8ǫ+ ΓµΓi∂µX
iǫ (3.15)
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We now consider the effect of applying abelian duality at the level of supersymmetry
transformations. This can be achieved by using (3.2) to write
∂µX
8 =
1
2
ǫµνλF
νλ (3.16)
where we have relabeled the scalar appearing in (3.2) as X8 (this will provide the
‘eighth’ scalar which will combine with the other seven to give an SO(8) invariant
supersymmetry transformation). Performing the duality transformation on the fermion
variation involves substituting (3.16) into (3.15)
δψ =
1
2
ǫµνλΓ
µν∂λX8Γ8ǫ+ ΓµΓi∂µX
iǫ
= ΓµΓ8∂µX
8ǫ+ ΓµΓi∂µX
iǫ
= ΓµΓI∂µX
Iǫ. (3.17)
We see that this now takes the desired SO(8) form. In order to determine the SO(8)
transformation of the scalar field δXI we need to consider (3.14) re-written as
δFµν = −2iǫ¯Γ[µΓ
8∂ν]ψ. (3.18)
Substituting (3.16) into the left-hand side of this transformation allows us to write
∂λδX8 = −iǫ¯ǫµνλΓ[µΓ
8∂ν]ψ
= iǫ¯ΓνλΓ8∂νψ
= iǫ¯(ηνλ − ΓλΓν)Γ8∂νψ
= iǫ¯Γ8∂λψ (3.19)
where we have made use of the lowest order fermion equation of motion Γµ∂µψ = 0.
This relation implies that δX8 = iǫ¯Γ8ψ which can be combined with δX i = iǫ¯Γiψ to
give
δXI = ǫ¯ΓIψ. (3.20)
In summary we see that at lowest order it is possible to re-write the D2-brane super-
symmetry transformations in an SO(8) invariant form. For the fermion variation this
simply involved substituting (3.16) into the D2-brane expression. For the scalar field
variation it was necessary to ‘dualise’ the gauge field variation δFµν to form the eighth
scalar. In the next section we extend our analysis to higher order abelian supersym-
metry transformations.
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4 Higher Order Abelian Supersymmetry
In this section we will determine the l3p corrections to the abelian M2-brane supersym-
metry transformations (excluding bi-linear and tri-linear fermion terms). We begin by
using dimensional arguments to determine the structure of the supersymmetry trans-
formations. We will then apply the duality transformation outlined in the previous
section to the O(α′2) D2-brane supersymmetry transformations. We will see that this
procedure uniquely determines the fermion variation but fails to work for the scalar
variation. This will motivate us to try a different approach.
4.1 Dimensional Analysis
Dimensional analysis tells us that the mass dimensions of the fields appearing in the
BLG theory are [X ] = 1
2
, [ψ] = [Aµ] = 1. The supersymmetry parameter ǫ carries mass
dimension [ǫ] = −1
2
. We expect the first non-trivial corrections to the supersymmetry
transformations to appear at O(l3p). Therefore we see that the O(l
3
p) terms in δψ must
be mass dimension 4. In a similar manner the correction terms in δX must be mass
dimension 31
2
. For the sake of simplicity we will neglect bi-linear fermion terms in the
scalar variation and tri-linear fermion terms in the fermion variation. In terms of the
basic building blocks of scalar fields and derivatives, the only possible types of term
appearing in the fermion variation at O(l3p) are those involving three derivatives and
three scalar fields. If we assume that derivatives must always act on scalars (with
at most one derivative) then a little thought reveals that the higher-order fermion
variation takes the form
δψ =+ a1l
3
pΓµΓ
I∂νX
J∂νXJ∂µXIǫ+ a2l
3
pΓµΓ
I∂µXJ∂νX
J∂νXIǫ
+ a3l
3
pǫ
µνρΓIJK∂µX
I∂νX
J∂ρX
Kǫ. (4.1)
The motivation for assuming that scalars are always acted on by derivatives is based
on the form of the α′2 D2-brane supersymmetry transformations (derived in the next
section) which have no free scalar terms. Let us now consider the scalar transformation.
Based on dimensional analysis and the reasons already outlined, the only types of term
appearing in the scalar variation are those involving two derivatives, two scalar fields
and a fermion. Considering all independent index contractions one arrives at the
following expression
δXI =+ b1l
3
p ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂µX
J∂µXJ + b2l
3
p ǫ¯Γ
Jψ∂µX
I∂µXJ
+ b3l
3
p ǫ¯Γ
JΓµνψ∂µX
I∂νX
J + b4l
3
pǫ¯Γ
µνΓIJKψ∂µX
J∂νX
K . (4.2)
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Our task in the remainder of this section is to fix the coefficients appearing in (4.1)
and (4.2). There are a number of ways that this can be achieved. In the next section
we will attempt to fix these coefficients through abelian duality. We will see that this
only works for the fermion variation. In order to determine the scalar variation we
will have to use a different approach. This will involve checking that the higher order
abelian Lagrangian derived in [7] is invariant under (4.1) and (4.2). Not only will this
allow us to determine the scalar variation coefficients but it will also provide a test for
the fermion terms derived using the duality approach.
4.2 Higher Order Abelian Supersymmetry via Dualisation
In this section we will attempt to derive the higher order abelian supersymmetry trans-
formations using abelian duality. Our starting point will be the O(α′2) supersymmetry
transformations of the ten-dimensional super Yang-Mills theory. These were first dis-
covered by Bergshoeff and collaborators in [28]6
δψ = α′2(λ1Γ
MNFPQF
PQFMNǫ+ λ2Γ
MNFMPF
PQFQNǫ+ λ3Γ
MNPQRFMNFPQFRSǫ).
δAM = α
′2(α1ǫ¯ΓMFNPF
NPψ + α2ǫ¯ΓNFMPF
PNψ + α3ǫ¯Γ
NPQFMNFPQψ
+ α4ǫ¯ΓMNPQRF
NPFQRψ). (4.3)
Note that in [28] the fermion variation also included tri-linear fermion terms and the
gauge field variation included bi-linear fermion terms which we have not included for
the sake of simplicity. We have purposely left the coefficients unspecified. The hope
is that these coefficients will be fixed by the requirement that the (2+1) dimensional
transformations collect into SO(8) invariant terms under the duality transformation.
Next we wish to reduce these expressions to (2+1) dimensions. We will first focus on
the fermion. Performing the dimensional reduction one finds
λ1Γ
MNFPQF
PQFMNǫ→+ λ1Γ
µνFµνF
ρσFρσǫ+ 2λ1Γ
µνFµν∂
ρX i∂ρX
iǫ
+ 2λ1Γ
µΓi∂µX
iFρσF
ρσǫ+ 4λ1Γ
µΓi∂µX
i∂νXj∂νX
jǫ.
(4.4)
λ2Γ
MNFMPF
PQFQNǫ→+ λ2Γ
µνFµρF
ρσFσνǫ− 2λ2Γ
µνFµρ∂
ρX i∂νX
iǫ
+ 2λ2Γ
µΓiFµρF
ρσ∂σX
iǫ
− 2λ2Γ
µΓi∂µX
j∂ρXj∂ρX
iǫ− λ2Γ
ij∂ρX
iF ρσ∂σX
jǫ.
6The form of these transformations was later confirmed in [29–31].
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λ3Γ
MNPQRSFMNFPQFRSǫ→− 8λ3Γ
µνρΓijk∂µX
i∂νX
j∂ρX
kǫ. (4.5)
Next we dualise the gauge field using (3.16). After a small amount of algebra one finds
λ1Γ
MNFPQF
PQFMNǫ→+ 4λ1Γ
µ∂µX
8∂νX8∂νX
8ǫ− 4λ1Γ
µ∂µX
8∂νX i∂νX
iǫ
− 4λ1Γ
µΓi∂µX
i∂νX8∂νX
8ǫ+ 4λ1Γ
µΓi∂µX
i∂νXj∂νX
jǫ.
(4.6)
λ2Γ
MNFMPF
PQFQNǫ→− 2λ2Γ
µ∂νX
8∂νX8∂µX
8ǫ− 2λ2Γ
µ∂νX8∂µX
i∂νX iǫ
+ 2λ2Γ
µ∂µX
8∂νX i∂νX
iǫ+ 2λ2Γ
µΓi∂νX
8∂νX8∂µX
iǫ
− 2λ2Γ
µΓi∂νX8∂µX
8∂νX iǫ− 2λ2Γ
µΓi∂µX
j∂ρXj∂ρX
iǫ
− λ2Γ
ijǫρσλ∂ρX
i∂λX
8∂σX
jǫ. (4.7)
λ3Γ
MNPQRSFMNFPQFRSǫ→ −8λ3Γ
µνρΓijk∂µX
i∂νX
j∂ρX
kǫ. (4.8)
We would like to re-write these transformed expressions in terms of SO(8) objects. The
only possible SO(8) objects involving three derivatives are those contained in (4.1).
The hope is that the fermion supersymmetry transformation should be expressible as
a particular combination of these basic objects. More specifically, by noting that
ΓµΓ
I∂νX
J∂νXJ∂µXIǫ→ ΓµΓ
i∂νX
j∂νXjDµX iǫ+ ΓµΓ
i∂νX
8∂νX8∂µX iǫ
+ ΓµΓ
8∂νX
j∂νXj∂µX8ǫ+ ΓµΓ
8∂νX
8∂νX8∂µX8ǫ
ΓµΓ
I∂µXJ∂νX
J∂νXI → ΓµΓ
i∂µXj∂νX
j∂νX iǫ+ ΓµΓ
i∂µX8∂νX
8∂νX iǫ
+ ΓµΓ
8∂µXj∂νX
j∂νX8ǫ+ ΓµΓ
8∂µX8∂νX
8∂νX8ǫ (4.9)
we can write the terms in (4.6)-(4.8) as
δψabelian =+ 4λ1ΓµΓ
I∂νX
J∂νXJ∂µXIǫ− 2λ2ΓµΓ
I∂µXJ∂νX
J∂νXIǫ
+ (2λ2 − 8λ1)(Γµ∂νX
j∂νXj∂µX8ǫ+ ΓµΓ
j∂νX
8∂νX8∂µXjǫ)
− 8λ3Γ
µνρΓijk∂µX
i∂νX
j∂ρX
kǫ− λ2Γ
ijǫρσλ∂ρX
i∂λX
8∂σX
jǫ. (4.10)
The last line in (4.10) can be expressed in SO(8) form by noting
ǫµνρΓIJK∂µX
I∂νX
J∂ρX
Kǫ→ ǫµνρΓijk∂µX
i∂νX
j∂ρX
kǫ+ 3ǫµνρΓijΓ8∂µX
i∂νX
j∂ρX
8ǫ.
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Provided with this information we see that it’s possible to write (4.10) in SO(8) form
provided the coefficients are related as
λ2 = 4λ1; λ2 = −24λ3. (4.11)
The final result for the abelian fermion variation is
δψ =+ 4λ1l
3
pΓµΓ
I∂νX
J∂νXJ∂µXIǫ− 8λ1l
3
pΓµΓ
I∂µXJ∂νX
J∂νXIǫ
−
4
3
λ1l
3
pǫ
µνρΓIJK∂µX
I∂νX
J∂ρX
Kǫ. (4.12)
A few comments are in order. Firstly we see that the structure of these terms exactly
matches the structure of the terms appearing in (4.1) with the coefficients fixed as
a1 = 4λ1, a2 = −8λ1 and a3 = −4/3λ1. It remains to determine λ1. Most remark-
ably we see that the requirement of SO(8) invariance has placed a constraint on the
coefficients of the ten-dimensional supersymmetry transformations! Furthermore the
ratios of the coefficients exactly matches the literature [28, 31–33]. Thus it would ap-
pear that abelian duality does indeed work at the level of the fermion supersymmetry
transformation. So what about the scalar variation? One would expect the higher
order scalar supersymmetry transformation to work in a similar way to the lower or-
der transformation. In other words, one expects the (2+1) dimensional gauge field
transformation to contribute (after dualisation) to the ‘eighth’ component of the scalar
transformation δXI . In order to see how this works we will need to determine δFµν
in (2+1) dimensions. This can be constructed from our knowledge of δAµ. Therefore
the first thing we need to do is dimensionally reduce the ten dimensional gauge field
transformation δAM appearing in (4.3). Performing the reduction results in a scalar
field supersymmetry transformation
δX i =+ α1ǫ¯Γ
iFµνF
µνψ + 2α1ǫ¯Γ
i∂µX
j∂µXj
+ α2ǫ¯Γµ∂ρX
iF µρψ − α2ǫ¯Γ
j∂ρX
i∂ρXjψ
− α3ǫ¯Γ
µνρ∂µX
iFνρψ − α3ǫ¯Γ
µνΓj∂µX
i∂νX
jψ
− 4α4ǫ¯Γ
ijkΓµν∂µX
j∂νX
kψ − 4α4ǫ¯Γ
ijΓµνρFµν∂ρX
j (4.13)
and a gauge field supersymmetry transformation
δAµ =+ α1ǫ¯ΓµFνρF
νρψ + 2α1ǫ¯Γµ∂ρX
i∂ρX iψ
+ α2ǫ¯ΓρFµνF
νρψ + α2ǫ¯Γ
iFµν∂
νX iψ
− α2ǫ¯Γρ∂
ρX i∂µX
iψ + α3ǫ¯Γ
νρσFµνFρσψ
+ 2α3ǫ¯Γ
νρΓiFµν∂ρX
i + α3ǫ¯Γ
ρσΓi∂µX
iFρσ
− 2α3ǫ¯Γ
ijΓρ∂µX
i∂ρX
j − 4α4ǫ¯ΓµνρΓ
ij∂νX i∂ρXj. (4.14)
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Performing the dualisation of the gauge field results in the scalar transformation
δX i =− 2α1ǫ¯Γ
i∂µX
8∂µX8ψ + 2α1ǫ¯Γ
i∂µX
j∂µXjψ
+ α2ǫ¯Γ
µν∂µX
i∂νX
8ψ − α2ǫ¯Γ
j∂µX
i∂µXjψ
− 2α3ǫ¯∂µX
i∂µX8ψ − 2α3ǫ¯Γ
µνΓj∂µX
i∂νX
jψ
− 8α4ǫ¯Γ
ij∂µX
j∂µX8ψ − 4α4ǫ¯Γ
ijkΓµν∂µX
j∂νX
kψ. (4.15)
Similarly for the gauge field one finds
δAµ =+ (α2 − 2α1)ǫ¯Γµψ∂νX
8∂νX8 − α2ǫ¯Γνψ∂
νX8∂µX
8
+ 2α1ǫ¯Γµψ∂νX
i∂νX i − α2ǫ¯Γνψ∂µX
i∂νX i
− 2α3ǫ¯Γ
ijΓσψ∂µX
i∂σX
j − 2α3ǫ¯ΓµΓ
jψ∂νX8∂νX
j
+ α2ǫµνλǫ¯Γ
jψ∂λX8∂νXj + 4α4ǫµνρǫ¯Γ
ijψ∂νX i∂ρXj . (4.16)
The hope is that, just as for the fermion, these terms will combine into SO(8) invariant
objects and in doing so fix the ratios of the coefficients. However we immediately
encounter a problem which did not exist for the fermion variation. To see this let us
focus on the first two terms appearing in (4.15). These are the only two terms in (4.15)
with the correct index structure to form the SO(8) term ǫ¯ΓIψ∂µX
J∂µXJ appearing in
(4.2). However there is a relative minus sign appearing in these two terms meaning
they are unable to combine. The problem can be traced back to the ten-dimensional
gauge-field transformation term ǫ¯ΓMFNPF
NPψ. Why is this happening? After all, we
know that abelian duality works for the D2-brane Lagrangian and we know that the
D2-brane Lagrangian derives from the ten-dimensional Yang-Mills term −1
4
FMNF
MN .
Indeed, upon dimensional reduction of the ten-dimensional Yang-Mills Lagrangian and
application of (3.16) one is left with a term 1
2
∂µX
8∂µX8 − 1
2
∂µX
i∂µX i which will
not combine to form an SO(8) invariant scalar kinetic term. The way this problem
is solved at Lagrangian level is by adding a Lagrange multiplier term 1
2
ǫµνλ∂
µX8F νλ
which under dualisation (according to (3.16)) combines with 1
2
∂µX
8∂µX8 in such a way
as to change the sign of this term thereby allowing it to combine with −1
2
∂µX
i∂µX i to
form the desired SO(8) invariant scalar kinetic term. This suggests that the problem
may in fact be the prescription (3.16). In order to implement the duality on F 2 terms
it may be necessary to make the replacement 1
4
F 2 → 1
4
F 2+ 1
2
ǫµνλ∂
µX8F νλ. However, if
this is true then it’s unclear why making the replacement (3.16) works for the fermion
variation. Perhaps the reason we had no problem with the fermion is related to the
fact that the ten dimensional Yang-Mills fermion variation contains terms of order F 3
whereas the gauge-field variation contains terms of order F 2. The result being that
the dualised fermion variation contains terms with the same structure that derive from
12
different ten-dimensional terms. This allows for the coefficients to be related in such a
way that unwanted terms are eliminated. This is not true for the scalars. Furthermore,
by observing how the terms in (4.2) break-up into SO(7) objects
ǫ¯ΓIψ∂µX
J∂µXJ → ǫ¯Γiψ∂µX
8∂µX8 + ǫ¯Γiψ∂µX
j∂µXj
ǫ¯ΓµνΓIJKψ∂µX
J∂νX
K → 2ǫ¯ΓµνΓijψ∂µX
j∂νX
8 + ǫ¯ΓµνΓijkψ∂µX
j∂νX
k
ǫ¯ΓJψ∂µX
I∂µXJ → ǫ¯Γ8ψ∂µX
i∂µX8 + ǫ¯Γjψ∂µX
i∂µXj
ǫ¯ΓJΓµνψ∂µX
I∂νX
J → ǫ¯Γ8Γµνψ∂µX
i∂νX
8 + ǫ¯ΓjΓµνψ∂µX
i∂νX
j
we see that there are terms appearing in (4.15) which do not appear in (4.2). There-
fore, until we know how to modify the abelian duality transformation such that the
scalar fields combine into SO(8) objects, we will have to follow a different path to de-
termine δXI . In the next section we will use our knowledge of the higher order abelian
Lagrangian to determine both δψ and δXI by requiring invariance of the action.
4.3 Invariance of Higher Order Lagrangian
The l3p corrected abelian M2-brane Lagrangian takes the form [6, 7]
SBLG =
∫
d3x−
1
2
∂µX
I∂µXI +
i
2
ψ¯Γµ∂µψ
+
1
4
l3p(∂
µXI∂µX
J∂νXJ∂νX
I −
1
2
∂µXI∂µX
I∂νXJ∂νX
J)
+
i
4
l3p(ψ¯Γ
µΓIJ∂νψ∂µX
I∂νXJ − ψ¯Γµ∂νψ∂µX
I∂νXI)
−
1
16
l3pψ¯Γ
µ∂νψψ¯Γν∂µψ (4.17)
The supersymmetry transformations at lowest order are
δXI = iǫ¯ΓIψ.
δψ = ∂µX
IΓµΓIǫ. (4.18)
At higher order we will consider the transformations (4.1) and (4.2) (neglecting bi-linear
and tri-linear fermion terms). To recap, for the fermion we have
δψ =+ a1ΓµΓ
I∂νX
J∂νXJ∂µXIǫ+ a2ΓµΓ
I∂µXJ∂νX
J∂νXIǫ
+ a3Γ
µνρΓIJK∂µX
I∂νX
J∂ρX
Kǫ (4.19)
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and for the scalar
δXI =+ b1ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂µX
J∂µXJ + b2ǫ¯Γ
Jψ∂µX
I∂µXJ
+ b3ǫ¯Γ
JΓµνψ∂µX
I∂νX
J + b4ǫ¯Γ
µνΓIJKψ∂µX
J∂νX
K . (4.20)
In the variation of the action there will be terms coming from the higher order su-
persymmetry variation of the lower order Lagrangian and there will be terms coming
from the lower order supersymmetry variation of the higher order Lagrangian. These
terms should cancel against each other up to a surface term. Demanding invariance of
the action will put constraints on the coefficients. Not only will we determine δXI but
also δψ allowing for comparison with the result derived in the previous section using
abelian duality. Let us begin by considering the higher order supersymmetry variation
of the lower order Lagrangian. This results in
−∂µX
I∂µ(δXI) =− ib1ǫ¯Γ
I∂µψ∂
µXI∂νXJ∂νX
J
− ib1ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂µ(∂νX
J∂νXJ)∂µXI
− ib2ǫ¯Γ
I∂µψ∂
µXJ∂νXJ∂νX
I − ib2ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂µ(∂
νXJ∂νX
I)∂µXJ
− ib3ǫ¯Γ
IΓµν∂ρψ∂µX
J∂νX
I∂ρXJ − ib3ǫ¯Γ
IΓµνψ∂ρ(∂µX
J∂νX
I)∂ρXJ
− ib4ǫ¯Γ
ρνΓIJK∂µψ∂
µXI∂ρX
J∂νX
K − ib4ǫ¯Γ
ρνΓIJKψ∂µ(∂ρX
J∂νX
K)∂µXI
(4.21)
δ(
i
2
ψ¯Γµ∂µψ) = +
i
2
a1ǫ¯Γ
I∂µψ∂
µXI∂νX
J∂νXJ −
i
2
a1ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂µ(∂νX
J∂νXJ∂µXI)
+
i
2
a2ǫ¯Γ
I∂µψ∂
µXJ∂νX
J∂νXI −
i
2
a2ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂µ(∂
µXJ∂νX
J∂νXI)
−
i
2
a1ǫ¯Γ
IΓµν∂µψ∂νX
I∂ρXJ∂ρX
J +
i
2
a1ǫ¯Γ
IΓµνψ∂µ(∂ρX
J∂ρXJ∂νX
I)
−
i
2
a2ǫ¯Γ
IΓµν∂µψ∂νX
J∂ρXJ∂ρX
I +
i
2
a2ǫ¯Γ
IΓµνψ∂µ(∂νX
J∂ρXJ∂ρX
I)
−
3i
2
a3ǫ¯Γ
ρνΓIJK∂µψ∂µX
I∂νX
J∂ρX
K +
3i
2
a3ǫ¯Γ
ρνΓIJKψ∂µ(∂
µXI∂νX
J∂ρX
K)
(4.22)
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Let us now look at the lower order supersymmetry variation of the higher-order La-
grangian terms. We have
δLhigher =+ iǫ¯Γ
I∂µψ∂
µXJ∂νX
J∂νXI −
i
2
ǫ¯ΓI∂µψ∂µX
I∂νXJ∂νX
J
+
i
4
ǫ¯ΓI∂µψ∂
µXI∂νX
J∂νXJ −
i
2
(2π)2ǫ¯ΓI∂µψ∂
µXJ∂νX
J∂νXI
−
i
4
ǫ¯ΓµνΓIψ∂µX
J∂ρXI(∂ν∂ρX
J) +
i
4
ǫ¯ΓµνΓIψ∂µX
I∂ρXJ(∂ν∂ρX
J)
−
i
4
ǫ¯ΓµνΓIψ∂µX
J∂ρXJ(∂ν∂ρX
I) +
i
4
ǫ¯ΓIψ∂µXJ∂ρXJ(∂µ∂ρX
I)
−
i
4
ǫ¯ΓρνΓIJKψ∂µX
I∂νX
J(∂µ∂ρX
K) +
i
4
ǫ¯ΓρνΓIJK∂µψ∂
µXI∂ρXJ∂νX
K
+ ψ3terms (4.23)
How will these terms cancel against each other? Firstly we observe that there are three
‘types’ of term appearing in the above, depending on the gamma matrix structure. It is
clear that terms involving the same gamma matrix structure should cancel against each
other (up to total derivatives). We begin by focusing on ΓνρΓIJK terms. Collecting
these terms together we can write them as
(
3i
2
a3 − ib4 +
i
4
)ǫ¯ΓρνΓIJK∂µψ∂
µXI∂ρX
J∂νX
K −
3i
2
a3ǫ¯Γ
ρνΓIJKψ∂µ(∂
µXI∂νX
K∂ρX
J)
+ 2ib4ǫ¯Γ
ρνΓIJK∂µX
I∂νX
J(∂µ∂ρX
K)ψ −
i
4
ǫ¯ΓρνΓIJKψ∂µX
I∂νX
J(∂µ∂ρX
K) (4.24)
We notice that the first line can be expressed as a total derivative and the second line
vanishes provided that
b4 =
1
8
, a3 = −
1
24
(4.25)
Now let us look at the ΓI terms. We can write these as
+ i(
1
2
a1 − b1 −
1
4
)ǫ¯ΓI∂µψ∂µX
I∂νXJ∂νX
J −
i
2
a1ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂µ(∂νX
J∂νXJ∂µXI)
+ i(
1
2
a2 − b2 +
1
2
)ǫ¯ΓI∂µψ∂
µXJ∂νX
J∂νXI −
i
2
a2ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂µ(∂
µXJ∂νX
J∂νXI)
+
i
4
ǫ¯ΓIψ∂µXJ∂νXJ(∂µ∂νX
I)− ib2ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂νXJ∂µXJ(∂µ∂νX
I)
− ib2ǫ¯Γ
Iψ(∂µ∂νX
J)∂νXI∂µXJ − 2ib1ǫ¯Γ
I(∂µ∂νX
J)∂νXJ∂µXI (4.26)
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The first two lines can be expressed as total derivatives provided that
a1 = b1 +
1
4
a2 = b2 −
1
2
(4.27)
We see that the last two lines in (4.26) are equal to zero provided
b1 = −
1
8
, b2 =
1
4
(4.28)
Putting this information together we conclude
a2 = −2a1. (4.29)
This agrees with the result derived from the duality transformation method. Now we
just need to check that the remaining terms cancel against each other. Focusing on
the ΓJΓρµ terms we see they can be written as
− b3l
3
p ǫ¯Γ
JΓρµ∂νψ∂ρX
I∂µX
J∂νXI +
i
2
a1l
3
pǫ¯Γ
JΓρµ∂µψ∂νX
I∂νXI∂ρX
J
+
i
2
l3pa2ǫ¯Γ
JΓρµ∂µψ∂ρX
I∂νXI∂νX
J + (
i
4
+ b3 +
i
2
a2)l
3
p ǫ¯Γ
JΓρµψ(∂ν∂ρX
J)∂µX
I∂νXI
+ (ia1 −
i
4
− b3)l
3
p ǫ¯Γ
JΓρµψ(∂ν∂ρX
I)∂νXI∂µX
J + (
i
4
+
i
2
a2)l
3
pǫ¯Γ
JΓρµψ(∂ν∂ρX
I)∂µX
I∂νXJ
(4.30)
If we set b3 = 0 then it is possible to write the remaining terms as total derivatives
provided that
a1 =
1
8
, a2 = −
1
4
(4.31)
which is consistent with (4.29). We are now in a position to write down expressions
for the O(l3p) corrections to the abelian supersymmetry transformations (excluding
bi-linear and tri-linear fermion terms)
δXI = iǫ¯ΓIψ −
i
8
l3p ǫ¯Γ
Iψ∂µX
J∂µXJ +
i
4
l3p ǫ¯Γ
Jψ∂µX
I∂µXJ +
i
8
l3pǫ¯Γ
µνΓIJKψ∂µX
J∂νX
K .
δψ = ∂µX
IΓµΓIǫ+
1
8
l3pΓ
µΓI∂µX
I∂νXJ∂νX
Jǫ−
1
4
l3pΓ
µΓI∂µX
J∂νXJ∂νX
Iǫ
−
1
24
l3pΓ
µνρΓIJK∂µX
I∂νX
J∂ρX
Kǫ. (4.32)
Looking at the fermion variation we see that it is possible to fix the undetermined
overall coefficient in (4.12) as λ1 =
1
32
. In the next section we will consider extending
this analysis to the non-abelian Bagger-Lambert M2-brane theory.
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5 Non-Abelian Extension
In this section we begin an investigation into the non-abelian supersymmetry transfor-
mation of the Bagger-Lambert theory at O(l3p). We will see that using the non-abelian
dNS duality transformation outlined at the beginning of the paper it is possible to
uniquely determine the higher order fermion variation. We begin by using dimensional
analysis to determine the types of terms that can appear in the M2-brane supersym-
metry transformations.
5.1 Dimensional Analysis
We can write the most general variation of the fermion field as
δψa = DµX
I
aΓ
µΓIǫ+
1
6
XIJKΓIJKǫ+ l3pD
mXnψ2lǫ. (5.1)
Dimensional analysis then tells us that
2m+ n+ 4l = 9 (5.2)
This gives rise to potentially nine types of term. However we can restrict our attention
by making use of our knowledge of the D2-brane supersymmetry transformations. In
other words we will only consider terms that match the D2-brane corrections upon
application of the novel Higgs mechanism. This leaves us with
1. X9 .
2. (DX)X6.
3. (DX)(DX)X3.
4. (DX)(DX)(DX).
working out all independent index contractions one finds an expression of the form
δψ = l3p[a1ΓµΓ
IDνX
JDνXJDµXI + a2ΓµΓ
IDµXJDνX
JDνXI + a3ǫ
µνρΓIJKDµX
IDνX
JDρX
K
+ a4Γ
µνΓIDµX
JDνX
KXJKI + a5Γ
IJKDµX
LDµXJXILK + a6Γ
IJKDµX
LDµXLXIJK
+ a7Γ
µνΓIJKLMDµX
IDνX
JXKLM + a8ΓµΓ
JDµXKXKLMXLJM
+ a9ΓµΓ
IJKLMDµXMXIJNXKLN + a10ΓµΓ
JDµX
JXKLMXKLM
+ a11ΓµΓ
IJKLMDµXNXIJMXKLN + a12Γ
IJKLMNPXIJQXKLQXMNP
+ a13Γ
IJMXIKNXKLNXLJM + a14Γ
IJMXKLNXKLNXIJM ]ǫ. (5.3)
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Similarly we can write the most general scalar field variation as
δXIa = iǫ¯Γ
Iψa + l
3
p ǫ¯D
mXnψ2l+1 (5.4)
with
2m+ n + 4l = 6. (5.5)
This leads to the following possible terms
1. ψX6.
2. ψ(DX)X3.
3. ψ(DX)(DX).
After a little thought about possible index contractions one arrives at the following
expression
δXI = il3p[b1ǫ¯Γ
IψDµX
JDµXJ + b2ǫ¯Γ
JψDµX
IDµXJ + b3ǫ¯Γ
JΓµνψDµX
IDνX
J
+ b4ǫ¯Γ
µνΓIJKψDµX
JDνX
K + b5ǫ¯ΓµΓ
JKLψDµXIXJKL + b6ǫ¯ΓµΓ
IJKψDµXLXJKL
+ b7ǫ¯ΓµΓ
JψDµX
KXIJK + b8ǫ¯Γ
µΓIJKLMψDµX
JXKLM + b9ǫ¯ΓµΓ
JKLψDµXKXIJL
+ b10ǫ¯Γ
JψXJKLXIKL + b11ǫ¯Γ
JKLψXKLNXNIJ + b12ǫ¯Γ
IJKLMψXJKNXLMN ].
(5.6)
Now that we know the types of terms that will appear in the supersymmetry trans-
formations we will use the non-abelian dNS duality transformation outlined at the
beginning of the chapter to try and determine their exact form. Our starting point is
the non-abelian D2-brane supersymmetry transformations.
5.2 D2-brane supersymmetry transformations
We begin by deriving the non-abelian D2-brane α′2 supersymmetry transformations.
Our starting point will be the α′2 ten-dimensional U(N) super Yang-Mills transforma-
tions (4.3). Because we are now considering the full non-abelian theory we will have
to keep all terms in the dimensional reduction, including commutator terms. Upon
dimensional reduction to (2+1) dimensions one finds the following expressions
δX i =
6∑
j=1
δX i(j) (5.7)
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with
δX i(1) =
1
g2YM
α1ǫ¯Γ
iψFµνF
µν
δX i(2) = −
1
gYM
(α2ǫ¯ΓµψDρX
iF ρµ − α3ǫµρσ ǫ¯ψD
µX iF ρσ − 4α4ǫµνρǫ¯Γ
ijψF µνDρXj)
δX i(3) = −α3ǫ¯Γ
ρσΓjX ijFρσ − 2α4ǫ¯Γ
ijkΓµνψX
jkF µν
δX i(4) = 2α1ǫ¯Γ
iψDµX
jDµXj − α2ǫ¯Γ
jψDρX
iDρXj − α3ǫ¯Γ
µρΓjψDµX
iDρX
j
− α3ǫ¯Γ
µσΓjψDµX
iDσX
j − 4α4ǫ¯Γ
ijkΓµνψDµX
jDνX
k
δX i(5) = gYM(α2ǫ¯ΓµψX
ijDµX
j + α3ǫ¯Γ
µΓjkψDµX
iXjk + α3ǫ¯Γ
ρΓjkψX ijDρX
k
+ α3ǫ¯Γ
σΓjkψX ijDσX
k + 4α4ǫ¯ΓµΓ
ijklψDµXjXkl)
δX i(6) = g
2
YM(α1ǫ¯Γ
iψXjkXjk + α2ǫ¯Γ
kψX ijXjk + α3ǫ¯Γ
jklψX ijXkl + α4ǫ¯Γ
ijklmψXjkX lm)
δAµ =
6∑
i=1
δAµ(i) (5.8)
with
δAµ(1) =
1
gYM
(α1ǫ¯ΓµψFρσF
ρσ + α2ǫ¯ΓρψFµνF
νρ
− α3ǫ
νρσ ǫ¯ψFµνFρσ)
δAµ(2) = α2ǫ¯Γ
jψFµνD
νXj + α3ǫ¯Γ
νσΓjψFµνDσX
j + α3ǫ¯Γ
ρσΓjψDµX
jFρσ + α3ǫ¯Γ
νρΓkψFµνDρX
k
δAµ(3) = −gYM(α3ǫ¯Γ
νΓjkψFµνX
jk − α4ǫµνρǫ¯Γ
ijψF νρX ij − α4ǫµνρǫ¯Γ
ijψX ijF νρ)
δAµ(4) = gYM(2α1ǫ¯ΓµψDνX
iDνX i − α2ǫ¯ΓνψDµX
iDνX i − α3ǫ¯Γ
ijΓσψDµX
iDσX
j
− α3ǫ¯Γ
ijΓρψDµX
iDρX
j + 4α4ǫµνρǫ¯Γ
ijψDνX iDρXj)
δAµ(5) = −g
2
YM(α2ǫ¯Γ
jψDµX
iX ij + α3ǫ¯Γ
ijkψDµX
iXjk
+ 2α4ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
jklψDνXjXkl + 2α4ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
jklψXjkDνX l)
δAµ(6) = g
3
YM(α1ǫ¯ΓµψX
ijX ij + α4ǫ¯ΓµΓ
ijklψX ijXkl)
δψ =
10∑
i=1
δψiǫ (5.9)
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with
δψ1 =
1
g3YM
(λ1Γ
µνFρσF
ρσFµν + λ2Γ
µνFµρF
ρσFσν)
δψ2 =
1
g2YM
(2λ1Γ
µΓjFρσF
ρσDµXj + λ2Γ
µΓjFµνF
νρDρXj + λ2Γ
νΓjDρXjF
ρσFσν)
δψ3 = −
1
gYM
(λ1Γ
ijFρσF
ρσX ij)
δψ4 =
1
gYM
(Γµν(2λ1DρX
jDρXjFµν − λ2DµX
jDσXjFσν − λ2FµρD
ρXkDνX
k)
− λ2Γ
ijDρX
iF ρσDσXj)
δψ5 = −λ2Γ
µΓjFµνD
νXkXkj − λ2Γ
νΓiX ijDρXjFρν − 12λ3ǫ
µνρΓijkFµνDρX
iXjk
δψ6 = gYM(λ1Γ
µνX ijX ijFµν + 3λ3Γ
µνΓijklFµνX
ijXkl)
δψ7 = 4λ1Γ
µΓjDνX
kDνXkDµX
j − λ2Γ
µΓjDµX
kDρXkDρX
j
− λ2Γ
νΓiDρX
iDρXjDνX
j − 8λ3ǫ
µνρΓijkDµX
iDνX
jDρX
k
δψ8 = gYM(−2λ1Γ
ijDµX
kDµXkX ij + λ2Γ
µνDµX
jXjkDνX
k + λ2Γ
ijDρX
iDρXkXkj
+ λ2Γ
ijXikD
ρXkDρXj + 12λ3Γ
µνΓijklDµX
iDνXjXkl)
δψ9 = g
2
YMΓ
µ(2λ1Γ
jXklXklDµX
j + λ2Γ
iX ijXjkDµX
k + λ2Γ
jDµX
kXklX lj
+ 6λ3Γ
ijklmDµX
iXjkX lm)
δψ10 = −g
3
YM(λ1Γ
ijXklXklX ij + λ2Γ
ijX ikXklX lj + λ3Γ
ijklmnX ijXklXmn).
Now that we have the non-abelian D2-brane supersymmetry transformations we can
attempt to dualise the Yang-Mills gauge field to a scalar. Our method will follow
the presentation of [6] where the l3p corrections to the Lorentzian BLG theory were
derived using the dNS duality prescription. Let us briefly review the procedure for
implementing dNS duality in the higher order Lagrangian.
5.3 Higher order dNS duality
In [6], higher order corrections to the Lorentzian BLG theory were derived by making
use of the dNS duality transformation. As outlined in Section 2, implementing the
dNS duality involves rewriting the D2-brane Lagrangian in terms of the new fields Bµ
and X8. To see how this works at higher order we will derive the O(l3p) bosonic terms
of the BLG theory. Our starting point will be the (α′)2 corrections to the non-abelian
D2-brane theory. These terms derive from the F 4 corrections of ten dimensional super
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Yang-Mills theory [4, 29, 31]
L = −
1
4
F 2 +
1
8
STr(F 4 −
1
4
(F 2)2)
= −
1
4
FMNF
MN +
1
12
Tr[FMNFRSF
MRFNS +
1
2
FMNF
NRFRSF
SM
−
1
4
FMNF
MNFRSF
RS −
1
8
FMNFRSF
MNFRS]. (5.10)
The next step is to reduce this expression to (2+1) dimensions. We then re-write the
(2+1) dimensional field strength Fµν in terms of the dual field strength F˜µ = ǫµνλF
νλ.
In order to implement the dNS duality we replace the dual field strength F˜µ by an
independent matrix-valued one-form field Bµ. The resulting Lagrangian looks like
L =Tr[F˜µB
µ −
g2YM
2
BµB
µ +
g4YM
4
(BµB
µBνB
ν +
1
2
BµBνB
µBν)
+
g2YM
12
(2BµBνD
νX iDµX
i − 2BµBµDνX
iDνX i + 2BµBνDµX
iDνX
i
+BµDνX iBνDµX
i − BµDνX iBµDνX
i +BµDµX
iBνDνX
i)
+
g4YM
12
(BµBµX
ijXij +
1
2
BµX ijBµX
ij)
+
g2YM
6
ǫµνλ(B
λDµX iDνXj +DνXjBλDµX i +DµX iDνXjBλ)X ij]. (5.11)
We see that F˜ only appears in the Chern-Simons term F˜µB
µ. To show that this
expression is equivalent to the (α′)2 D2-brane Lagrangian one simply integrates out the
field Bµ order by order using its equation of motion. In order to rewrite the Lagrangian
in an SO(8) invariant form we introduce the field X8 and replace Bµ everywhere it
occurs by −1/gYM(DµX
8 − gYMBµ). Performing this substitution and collecting the
resulting terms into the SO(8) invariant building blocks D˜µX
I and XIJK results in the
compact expression
L =+
1
2
ǫµνλB
µF νλ −
1
2
D˜µX
ID˜µXI
+
1
8
l3pSTr[2D˜
µXID˜µX
JD˜νXJD˜νX
I − D˜µXID˜µX
ID˜νXJD˜νX
J
−
4
3
ǫµνλXIJKD˜µX
ID˜νX
JD˜λX
K
+ 2XIJKXIJLD˜µXKD˜µX
L
−
1
3
XIJKXIJKD˜µXLD˜µX
L
+
1
3
XIJMXKLMXIKNXJLN −
1
24
XIJKXIJKXLMNXLMN ]. (5.12)
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In [6] it was shown that the same approach can be used to derive the O(l3p) fermion
terms. We see that it is possible to implement dNS duality at higher order by applying
the following prescription
1. Dimensionally reduce 10 dimensional expression to (2+1) dimensions.
2. Write all field strengths in terms of their duals: Fµν = −ǫµνλF˜
λ.
3. Replace F˜µ with the field Bµ.
4. Replace Bµ with −gYMD˜µX
8.
5. Rewrite all expressions in terms of D˜µX
I and XIJK building blocks.
In the next section we will test whether this prescription works at the level of super-
symmetry transformations. We have already performed the first task on the list. Next
we must re-write the D2-brane supersymmetry transformations (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9)
in terms of D˜µX
8.
5.4 dNS transformed supersymmetry
δX i =−
Two Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
2α1ǫ¯Γ
iψD˜µX8D˜µX
8 + α2ǫ¯Γ
µνψD˜µX
iD˜νX
8 − 2α3ǫ¯ψD˜
µX iD˜µX
8
+ 2α1ǫ¯Γ
iψD˜µX
jD˜µXj − α2ǫ¯Γ
jψD˜µX
iD˜µXj − 2α3ǫ¯Γ
µνΓjψD˜µX
iD˜νX
j
− 8α4ǫ¯Γ
ijψD˜µX
8D˜µXj − 4α4ǫ¯Γ
ijkΓµνψD˜µX
jD˜νX
k
+
One Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
gYM(2α3ǫ¯ΓµΓ
jX ijD˜µX8 + 4α4ǫ¯Γ
ijkΓµψXjkD˜µX
8 + α2ǫ¯ΓµψX
ijD˜µX
j
+ α3ǫ¯Γ
µΓjkψD˜µX
iXjk + α3ǫ¯Γ
ρΓjkψX ijD˜ρX
k
+ α3ǫ¯Γ
σΓjkψX ijD˜σX
k + 4α4ǫ¯ΓµΓ
ijklψD˜µXjXkl)
+
Zero Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
g2YM(α1ǫ¯Γ
iψXjkXjk + α2ǫ¯Γ
kψX ijXjk + α3ǫ¯Γ
jklψX ijXkl + α4ǫ¯Γ
ijklmψXjkX lm)
(5.13)
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δAµ = +
Two Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
gYM(−2α1ǫ¯ΓµψD˜νX
8D˜νX8 + α2ǫ¯ΓµψD˜
νX8D˜νX
8 − α2ǫ¯ΓνψD˜
νX8D˜µX
8
+ 2α3ǫµνλǫ¯ψD˜
λX8D˜νX8 + α2ǫµνλǫ¯Γ
jψD˜λX8D˜νXj − 2α3ǫ¯ΓλΓ
jψDµX
jD˜λX8
− α3ǫ¯ΓµΓ
jψD˜νX8D˜νX
j + α3ǫ¯ΓλΓ
jψD˜λX8D˜µX
j
− α3ǫ¯ΓµΓ
kψD˜ρX8D˜ρX
k
+ α3ǫ¯ΓλΓ
kψD˜λX8D˜µX
k + 2α1ǫ¯ΓµψD˜νX
iD˜νX i − α2ǫ¯ΓνψD˜µX
iD˜νX i
− α3ǫ¯Γ
ijΓσψD˜µX
iD˜σX
j − α3ǫ¯Γ
ijΓρψD˜µX
iD˜ρX
j + 4α4ǫµνρǫ¯Γ
ijψD˜νX iD˜ρXj)
+
One Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
g2YM(α3ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
jkψD˜νX8Xjk − 2α4ǫ¯Γ
ijψD˜µX
8X ij − 2α4ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
jklψDνXjXkl
− α2ǫ¯Γ
jψD˜µX
iX ij − α3ǫ¯Γ
ijkψD˜µX
iXjk − 2α4ǫ¯Γ
ijψX ijD˜µX
8 − 2α4ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
jklψXjkD˜νX l)
+
Zero Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
g3YM(α1ǫ¯ΓµψX
ijX ij + α4ǫ¯ΓµΓ
ijklψX ijXkl) (5.14)
δψ =+
Three Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
4λ1ΓµǫD˜
νX8D˜νX
8D˜µX8 − λ2ΓµǫD˜
νX8D˜νX
8D˜µX8 − λ2ΓµǫD˜
µX8D˜νX
8D˜νX8
− 4λ1Γ
µΓjǫD˜νX
8D˜νX8D˜µX
j + λ2Γ
µΓjǫD˜νX8D˜νX
8D˜µX
j − λ2Γ
µΓjǫD˜νX8D˜µX
8D˜νX
j
+ λ2Γ
µΓjǫD˜µX
jD˜νX
8D˜νX8 − λ2Γ
µΓjǫD˜νX
jD˜µX
8D˜νX8 − 4λ1ΓµǫD˜νX
jD˜νXjD˜µX8
− λ2ΓµǫD˜νX
jD˜µXjD˜νX8 + λ2ΓµǫD˜νX
jD˜νXjD˜µX8 − λ2ΓµǫD˜
νX8D˜µXkD˜νX
k
+ λ2ΓµǫD˜
µX8D˜νXkD˜νX
k − λ2ǫ
µνλΓijǫD˜µX
iD˜λX
8D˜νX
j + 4λ1Γ
µΓjǫD˜νX
kD˜νXkD˜µX
j
− λ2Γ
µΓjǫD˜µX
kD˜ρXkD˜ρX
j − λ2Γ
νΓiǫD˜ρX
iD˜ρXjD˜νX
j − 8λ3ǫ
µνρΓijkǫD˜µX
iD˜νX
jD˜ρX
k
+
Two Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
gYM(−λ2ΓµνΓ
jǫD˜νX8D˜µXkXkj + λ2ΓµνΓ
iǫX ijD˜µXjD˜νX8 + 24λ3Γ
ijkǫD˜µX8D˜µX
iXjk
+ 2λ1Γ
ijǫD˜µX8D˜µX
8X ij − 2λ1Γ
ijǫD˜µX
kD˜µXkX ij + λ2Γ
µνǫD˜µX
jXjkD˜νX
k
+ λ2Γ
ijǫD˜ρX
iD˜ρXkXkj + λ2Γ
ijǫXikD˜
ρXkD˜ρXj + 12λ3Γ
µνΓijklǫD˜µX
iDνXjXkl)
+
One Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
g2YM(−2λ1ΓµǫX
ijX ijD˜µX8 − 6λ3ΓµΓ
ijklǫD˜µX8X ijXkl + 2λ1Γ
µΓjǫXklXklD˜µX
j
+ λ2Γ
νΓiǫX ijXjkD˜νX
k + λ2Γ
µΓjǫD˜µX
kXklX lj + 6λ3Γ
µΓijklmǫD˜µX
iXjkX lm)
−
Zero Derivative︷ ︸︸ ︷
g3YM(λ1Γ
ijǫXklXklX ij + λ2Γ
ijǫX ikXklX lj + λ3Γ
ijklmnǫX ijXklXmn) . (5.15)
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6 SO(8) supersymmetry transformations
In the previous section we applied the dNS prescription to the non-abelian D2-brane
supersymmetry transformations. We would now like to re-write these expressions in
SO(8) form. We will see that this is only possible for the fermion supersymmetry trans-
formation. The scalar transformation is plagued by the same problems we encountered
in the abelian theory. We will end this section with a discussion of how one might go
about determining the scalar supersymmetry transformation.
6.1 δψ
Earlier in this chapter we were able to determine the abelian supersymmetry transfor-
mation of the fermion by using abelian duality in (2+1) dimensions. In the process we
were able to fix the coefficients appearing in (4.1). Looking at (5.3) we see that the
first three terms are exactly the same as the terms appearing in (4.1) but with partial
derivatives replaced by covariant derivatives. As a result we find that the coefficients
are related in exactly the same way. Knowledge of the relationship between λ1, λ2 and
λ3, namely
λ2 = 4λ1; λ2 = −24λ3 (6.1)
allows us to re-write all the coefficients in (5.15) in terms of λ1. Furthermore by looking
at the invariance of the higher order abelian Lagrangian we were able to fix λ1 =
1
32
.
Making use of this information, as well as the SO(8) relations outlined in the appendix,
it is possible to re-write the two-derivative, one-derivative and zero-derivative terms in
(5.15) in an SO(8) invariant form. The final answer for the l3p correction to the fermion
supersymmetry transformation in BLG theory is
δψ = l3p[
1
8
ΓµΓ
IDνX
JDνXJDµXI −
1
4
ΓµΓ
IDµXJDνX
JDνXI −
1
24
ǫµνρΓIJKDµX
IDνX
JDρX
K
+
1
8
ΓµνΓIDµX
JDνX
KXJKI +
1
8
ΓIJKDµX
LDµXJXILK −
1
48
ΓIJKDµX
LDµXLXIJK
+
1
48
ΓµνΓIJKLMDµX
IDνX
JXKLM −
1
8
ΓµΓ
JDµXKXKLMXLJM
+
1
32
ΓµΓ
IJKLMDµXMXIJNXKLN +
1
48
ΓµΓ
JDµX
JXKLMXKLM
−
1
48
ΓµΓ
IJKLMDµXNXIJMXKLN +
1
16
ΓIJKLMNPXIJQXKLQXMNP
+
1
32
ΓIJMXIKNXKLNXLJM +
1
144
ΓIJMXKLNXKLNXIJM ]ǫ. (6.2)
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It is pleasing to see that the dNS duality transformation has allowed us to uniquely
determine the structure of the fermion variation. It would be nice to extend this
analysis to include tri-linear fermion terms.
6.2 δXI
Given that the dNS prescription works for the fermion transformation one might hope
that it would also work for the scalar transformation. However, as we observed for the
abelian scalar transformation, this is not the case. The two-derivative terms appearing
in (5.13) are of the same form as the abelian scalar terms, with covariant derivatives
replacing partial derivatives. For this reason, the non-abelian scalar transformation
inherits the same problems we encountered before. For the abelian theory we used a
different approach to determine the scalar transformation. This involved checking the
invariance of the abelian Lagrangian under a proposed set of supersymmetry transfor-
mations (determined by dimensional analysis). The same should be possible for the
non-abelian theory. The l3p corrected BLG Lagrangian was derived in [6, 7]. Checking
that this Lagrangian is invariant (up to surface terms) under the transformations (5.3)
and (5.6) should fix the coefficients. Not only would this determine the scalar transfor-
mation but would also provide an independent test of the fermion variation calculated
using the dNS prescription.
Ultimately one would like to know how to modify the dNS prescription in such a
way that it is possible to derive the scalar variation. Toward this end it may prove
useful to determine the scalar transformation by an independent method such that a
comparison can be made between the known result and the dNS transformed result
(5.13). One possibility would be to use the higher order fermion variation to determine
the higher order supercharge which could then be used to generate the higher order
scalar variation. This should be possible since we observe at lowest order in BLG theory
that the supersymmetry current takes the simple form −ǫ¯Jµ = ψ¯aΓµδψa which follows
from the fact that the R-current and supersymmetry current reside within the same
supersymmetry multiplet. Importantly we see that we only require knowledge of the
fermion supersymmetry transformation in order to determine the supersymmetry cur-
rent. The hope is that a similar relation between fermion variation and supersymmetry
current would continue to hold at higher order.
Another complication worth mentioning is related to the gauge field transformation
(5.14). For the lower order abelian supersymmetry transformations we observed that
the eighth component of the scalar variation δXI arises after dualising δFµν . More
specifically, looking at (3.19) we see that at lowest order ∂λδX8 = iǫ¯Γ8∂λψ. In this
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case, since there is only one field and one derivative on the right-hand side, it is possible
to simply ‘pull off’ the derivative to determine δX8. This is no longer true at higher
order and determining δX8 becomes a non-trivial task.
7 Outlook
In this paper we began an investigation into the l3p corrections to the BLG supersymme-
try transformations. For the abelian theory we were able to determine the the fermion
supersymmetry transformation by using an abelian duality transformation. For the
scalar transformation we had to use a different approach in which invariance of the
higher order abelian Lagrangian was used to fix the coefficients of the transformation.
For the non-abelian theory we were able to use the dNS duality transformation to
uniquely determine the fermion supersymmetry transformation at O(l3p). It would be
interesting to establish the reason why the dNS duality fails to work for the scalar
supersymmetry transformation. It should be possible to uniquely determine the form
of the O(l3p) scalar transformation by checking the invariance of the higher order La-
grangian derived in [6, 7]. This would also provide an independent check on the fermion
result derived using the dNS duality approach. It would also prove interesting to extend
this analysis to the N = 6 ABJM theory. Finding such an extension is of great interest
as these theories have a clear spacetime interpretation in M-theory. One possibility
for how to derive the N = 6 result would be to make use of the N = 8 result and
SO(8) triality. This should work in the same way that it works for the lowest order
Bagger-Lambert theory. In [34] it was shown that the BLG Lagrangian fields could be
‘triality rotated’ in such a way that (8V , 8S, 8C) → (8S, 8C , 8V ), where 8V , 8S, 8C are
the vector, spinor and cospinor representations of SO(8) respectively. After performing
this transformation it is possible to break SO(8)→ SU(4)× U(1) and decompose the
SO(8) spinor and cospinor fields (and gamma matrices) in order to rewrite the orig-
inal N = 8 expression in terms of ABJM fields and so-called ‘non-ABJM’ fields. In
[34] the non-ABJM terms were shown to vanish as a result of certain algebraic con-
straints (deriving from the flatness condition of the gauge field strength). It would
be interesting to see whether this analysis can be extended to higher order and if so,
whether additional algebraic constraints would be necessary to eliminate the higher
order ‘non-ABJM’ terms.
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A Higher order SO(8) invariant objects
In this section we list SO(8) invariant combinations which give rise to terms appearing
in the dNS transformed superymmetry transformations of the previous section. Note
that we have suppressed the symmetrised trace in all the expressions that follow.
A.1 δψ
A.1.1 Zero Derivative
ΓIJMXKLNXKLNXIJM → 9g3YMΓ
ijXklXklX ij
ΓIJMXIKNXKLNXLJM → g3YMΓ
ij(4X ikXklX lj −XklXklX ij)
ΓIJKLMNPXIJQXKLQXMNP → 3g3YMΓ
ijklmnX ijXklXmn
A.1.2 One Derivative
ΓµΓ
JXKLMXKLMDµXJ → 3g2YM(ΓµΓ
8XklXklDµX8 + ΓµΓ
jXklXklDµXj)
ΓµΓ
JDµX
KXKLMXLJM → g2YM(2ΓµΓ
jDµXkXklX lj − ΓµΓ
8DµX8X lmX lm)
ΓµΓJXJKMXKLMDµX
L → g2YM(2Γ
µΓjXjkXklDµX
l − ΓµΓ8XkmXkmDµX
8)
ΓµΓ
IJKLM → g2YM(ΓµΓ
ijklmDµXmX ijXkl + ΓµΓ
ijklDµX8X ijXkl)
ΓµΓ
IJKLMDµXNXIJMXKLN → 3g2YMΓµΓ
ijklDµX8X ijXkl
ΓµΓ
ijklmDµXmX ijXkl ← g2YMΓµΓ
IJKLM(DµXMXIJNXKLN −
1
3
DµXNXIJMXKLN)
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A.1.3 Two Derivative
ΓIJKDµX
LDµXLXIJK → 3gYM(Γ
ijDµX
kDµXkX ij + ΓijDµX
8DµX8X ij)
ΓµνΓMDµX
KXKLMDνX
L → gYMΓ
µν(ΓiDµX
kX ikDνX
8 + ΓiDµX
8X liDνX
l
+ Γ8DµX
kXklDνX
l)
ΓIJKDµX
IDµXLXLJK → gYM(Γ
ijkDµX
iDµX8Xjk + 2ΓijDµX
iDµX lX lj
+ ΓijDµX
8DµX8X ij)
ΓIJKXILKDµX
LDµXJ → gYM(Γ
ijkXjkDµX
8DµX i + 2ΓijX ikDµX
kDµXj
+ ΓijX ijDµX
8DµX8)
ΓµνΓIJKLMDµX
IDνX
JXKLM → 3gYMΓ
µνΓijklDµX
iDνX
jXkl.
A.1.4 Three Derivative
ΓµΓ
IDνX
JDνXJDµXI → ΓµΓ
iDνX
jDνXjDµX i + ΓµΓ
iDνX
8DνX8DµX i
+ ΓµΓ
8DνX
jDνXjDµX8 + ΓµΓ
8DνX
8DνX8DµX8
ΓµΓ
IDµXJDνX
JDνXI → ΓµΓ
iDµXjDνX
jDνX i + ΓµΓ
iDµX8DνX
8DνX i
+ ΓµD
µXjDνX
jDνX8 + ΓµD
µX8DνX
8DνX8
ǫµνρΓIJKDµX
IDνX
JDρX
K → ǫµνρΓijkDµX
iDνX
jDρX
k + 3ǫµνρΓijDµX
iDνX
jDρX
8.
A.2 δXi
A.2.1 Zero Derivative
ǫ¯ΓJψXIKLXJKL → 2g2YM ǫ¯Γ
jψX ikXjk
ǫ¯ΓJKLψXIJNXKLN → g2YM ǫ¯Γ
jklψX ijXkl
ǫ¯ΓIJKLMψXJKNXLMN → g2YM ǫ¯Γ
ijklmψXjkX lm
(A.1)
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A.2.2 One Derivative
ǫ¯ΓµΓ
JKLψDµXIXJKL → 3gYM ǫ¯ΓµΓ
jkψDµX iXjk
ǫ¯ΓµΓ
IKLψDµXJXJKL → 2gYM ǫ¯ΓµΓ
ijψDµXkXkj + gYM ǫ¯ΓµΓ
ijkψDµX8Xjk
ǫ¯ΓµΓ
KψDµX
JXJKI → gYM ǫ¯ΓµΓ
8ψDµX
jX ij + gYM ǫ¯ΓµΓ
kψDµX
8Xki
ǫ¯ΓµΓIJKLMψDµX
JXKLM → 3gYM ǫ¯Γ
µΓijklψDµX
jXkl
ǫ¯ΓµΓ
JKLψDµXKXIJL → 2gYM ǫ¯ΓµΓ
jkψDµXkX ij
A.2.3 Two Derivative
ǫ¯ΓIψDµX
JDµXJ → ǫ¯ΓiψDµX
8DµX8 + ǫ¯ΓiψDµX
jDµXj
ǫ¯ΓIΓµνψDµX
JDνX
J → 0
ǫ¯ΓµνΓIJKψDµX
JDνX
K → 2ǫ¯ΓµνΓijψDµX
jDνX
8 + ǫ¯ΓµνΓijkψDµX
jDνX
k
ǫ¯ΓJψDµX
IDµXJ → ǫ¯Γ8ψDµX
iDµX8 + ǫ¯ΓjψDµX
iDµXj
ǫ¯ΓJΓµνψDµX
IDνX
J → ǫ¯Γ8ΓµνψDµX
iDνX
8 + ǫ¯ΓjΓµνψDµX
iDνX
j
ǫ¯ΓIJKψDµX
JDµXK → 0 (A.2)
A.3 δAµ
A.3.1 Zero Derivative
ǫ¯ΓµχX
IJKXIJK → 3g2YM ǫ¯ΓµχX
ijX ij
ǫ¯ΓµΓ
IJχXILMXJLM → 2g2YM ǫ¯ΓµΓ
ijχX ilXjl
ǫ¯ΓµΓIJKLχX
IJNXKLN → g2YM ǫ¯ΓµΓ
ijklχX ijXkl
ǫ¯ΓµΓ
IJKLMNχXIJKXLMN → 0
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A.3.2 One Derivative
ǫ¯ΓJKχDµX
IXIJK → gYM(ǫ¯Γ
jkχDµX
8Xjk + 2ǫ¯ΓjχDµX
iX ij)
ǫ¯ΓIJKLχDµX
IXJKL → 3gYM ǫ¯Γ
ijkχDµX
iXjk
ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
JKDνXIXIJK → gYM(ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
jkχDνX8Xjk + 2ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
jχDνX iX ij)
ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
IJKLDνXIXJKL → 3gYM ǫ¯ΓµνΓ
ijkχDµX
iXjk
A.3.3 Two Derivative
ǫ¯ΓµχDνX
KDνXK → ǫ¯ΓµχDνX
8DνX8 + ǫ¯ΓµχDνX
iDνX i
ǫ¯ΓµΓ
IJχDνX
IDνXJ → ǫ¯ΓµΓ
ijχDνX iDνXj + ǫ¯ΓµΓ
iχDνX
iDνX8 − ǫ¯ΓµΓ
iχDνX
8DνX i = 0
ǫ¯ΓνχD
νXKDµX
K → ǫ¯ΓνχD
νX iDµX
i + ǫ¯ΓνχD
νX8DµX
8
ǫ¯ΓνΓ
IJχDνXIDµX
J → ǫ¯ΓνΓ
ijχDνX iDνX
j + ǫ¯ΓνΓ
iχDνX iDµX
8 − ǫ¯ΓνΓ
iχDνX8DµX
i
ǫ¯ΓµνλχD
νXJDλXJ → 0
ǫ¯ΓµνλΓ
IJDνXIDλXJ → ǫ¯ΓµνλΓ
ijDνX iDλXj + ǫ¯ΓµνλΓ
iDνX iDλX8 − ǫ¯ΓµνλΓ
iDνX8DλX i
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